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Chrome for filehippo

The Chrome app store has experienced many improvements lately, but many of the apps that work within Google Chrome still go under the radar. With that in mind, here are some of our favorites we might not have seen yet. Google recently pushed for more offline apps in the Chrome Web Store. This means that they
work just like an app on your computer, but they exist entirely in the Chrome browser. You can use them on a Chromebook or any other computer that has chrome installed on you. That means they come handy when you're working off a laptop for hire, or just a computer without much hard drive space. While we're still
waiting for offline support for some apps, some of these are already working offline, so you don't need an Internet connection to use them. The best part? In some cases, they can actually replace the space-consuming desktop software for when you're working on the go. Google Suite of AppsG/O Media may have a
commission If you use Chrome, you already have the Google Drive app installed, but all other Google apps aren't previously packed in Chrome. The great thing about all Google apps is that they all work offline. So if you're using an app like Google Calendar, Gmail Offline, or Google Keep, you can access all your offline
data the same way you would online. Another favorite of the Google suite is the Chrome remote desktop, which is a simple dead way to remotely access and control other computers. The fact is, if you use any of Google's services, their apps are well made and worth checking out for. Writing code with Codenvy
IDECodenvy is a surprisingly robust collaborative development environment. With it, you can encode in HTML, Javascript, Java, Groovy, Ruby, PHP and Python with a team of people. From there, you can even migrate everything directly to services like Heroku, Google App Engine, and more. You'll find quite a few
development tools in the Chrome Web Store, such as CoffeeScript IDE, Application Craft and ShiftEdit compatible with line line, but what makes the codenvy IDE interesting are collaborative features. Either way, you have many solid options for encoding right inside Chrome.Edit Audio with TwistedWaveTwistedWave is
essentially trying to be Bold for Chrome. You haven't just arrived, but as a free (you'll need to sign up for a free account for more than 30 seconds of editing) audio editing tool that exists only in your browser, TwistedWave gets the job done. You can easily edit audio files, collapse them, apply effects, and save everything
to Google Drive or SoundCloud. If you just need simple editing, Audio Cutter is a great way to trim clips and edit fairies. If you prefer to make music, both as AudioSauna are the two big mobile workstations. Tomatoes keeps you productive with the Pomodoro techniqueThe pomodoro productivity technique is one of your
favorites. All it requires is that you work on solid blocks, 25 minutes and track your working time. You can do this On Chrome with Tomatoes, an app that not only tracks what you're doing, it also has a leaderboard to compete with. If the leaderboards are not yours, timeout and Pomodoro.me are solid alternatives. Getting
a minimalist writing experience with Write SpaceYou won't find a shortage of minimalist writing apps on your desktop that cut distraction so you can write, so it's no surprise that the writing space exists in Chrome. Writing space is simple, but you can customize the look of it, what you see and have persistent automatic
saving from Google Docs. It also works offline, so you don't need an internet connection to use it. If you're sick of menus and bloated writing apps, the writing space exists in your browser and doesn't get in the way. For a similar experience with a typewriter aesthetic, check out Writer or dropbox-syncing WriteBox.Edit
Video with WeVideoYou't you'll find a video editor of the Caliber Final Cut Pro or Adobe Premiere within Google Chrome, but WeVideo is an editor that should outdo most new needs. With WeVideo you can do a lot of basic editing tricks, including cropped videos, splitting clips and adding a handful of effects. If you just
need to do a quick compilation of your holiday videos on your laptop, or aren't that worried about power, WeVideo gets the job done. Edit photos with Pixlr EditorChrome has a ton of different photo editors, but we like Pixlr Editor more. With it, you can do correction and basic color editing, as well as use lots of popular
filters like HDR, tilt-shift and vignette. It won't replace Photoshop in any way, but as a lightweight browser tool it suits most people's needs. For an even simpler option, BeFunky Photo Editor is easy to use but doesn't have a ton of features. Alternatively, iPiccy does most of the work for you. Keep all your chats private and
secure with CryptoCatSick from having all your online chats saved on a cloud server somewhere? Cryptocat is a totally private, secure and anonymous chat client. This means that none of your chat logs are saved, and you can communicate with friends knowing that no one is snooping. If security isn't that great of a deal
for you, the imo messenger is a unique app for all your various chat accounts, including Google Talk, AOL, Facebook, and plenty of others. Of course, we just touched the surface here. Some of your favorite apps, like Dropbox, Evernote, Pocket, Spotify, Feedly, Wunderlist, and many more have dedicated Chrome apps.
It may seem a little silly to use them if you're not a Chromebook, but they can be surprisingly useful on any computer you have that doesn't have much hard disk space for apps with more features. Of course, if you're living right inside Chrome, these apps can make the experience much better. The TrackMeNot Chrome
extension has a new approach to protecting your privacy from search engines that can create profiles for you based on the terms you're looking for. Instead of hiding from hiding Searches them somehow, you need the exact opposite tactic: Flood the search engines with a storm of background searches of you, so you
can't build any practical profiles because there are too many random searches. Generate these search terms from a group of RSS Feeds from sites like the New York Times, CNN, and more. It does this for the most popular search engines, including Google, Bing, AOL Search, Yahoo search and Baidu (China's most
popular search engine). If you're a Firefox user, you can take advantage of Firefox on TrackMeNot, because Chrome's version of TrackMeNot works the same way. Searches are packaging in the background, so you can continue to use your browser as you normally will, without any effect on its speed. TrackMeNot gives
you great control over how you use it, including the search engines you want searches to be sent to, the number of searches done per hour, whether queries should be displayed or kept visible, and so on. In total, TrackMeNot is a great tool without pain, at no cost to help ensure personal profiles about that cannot be
built. Note: This link takes you to the page of this extension on Google, where you can automatically install the file in the Chrome.-Preston Gralla note browser: When you buy something after clicking the links in our articles, you may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate links policy for more details. Lifewire uses
cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using Lifewire, you agree to our use of cookies. Photo: shutterstock.com When it's clean, chrome sparks - there's no other word for it. The disadvantage? Chrome succumbs quite easily to surface spots, and while these spots and stripes catches the eye, it's for all
the wrong reasons. Compared to other common household materials, even different types of metal, chromium is not particularly difficult to clean. More than anything else, persistence is the key to keeping chrome looking your best look. For tips on how to make chrome shine, see the suggestions below. Soap and
waterOne in the most effective ways to clean chrome is also one of the simplest. Add dish soap to a bucket of warm water, dip a soft cloth or non-abrasive sponge into the solution, then get to work by rubbing the chrome. As you go, rinse the cloth or sponge frequently in order to dispel the dirt that has begun to loosen
and free itself from the metal. To clean any wrinkles or cracks found in chrome, opt for an old toothbrush; Sows can work soapy water in areas that would not be able to arrive otherwise. Finish rinsing the metal with clean water in order to remove any residual trace of soap that remains in the chromium. Photo: powerful
that dish soap is distilled white vinegar. Using a one-on-one relationship, mix the vinegar with plain old tap water, then apply the solution using a cloth or non-abrasive sponge. Again, use a toothbrush for any Areas. Remember that vinegar works so well because of its acidity, which dissolves even long established grime.
Not to dilute its strength, be careful not to mix the vinegar with too large a volume of water. Avoid damageThe methods discussed here do not involve harsh chemicals or heavy cleaning tools. That's because chrome is a soft metal. It can be scratched even by a rubbing pad, so avoid the temptation to use a sharp edge in
stubborn spots. Also, if you intend to use a commercial cleaner, make sure your label says the product is suitable for chrome. Now that you've done a thorough cleaning job, you can call it a day or go one step further to get out of chrome with an awesome glow. Interested? Two words: chrome enamel. You can find them
in most auto stores, or you can buy them online. Different polishes require different application processes, so closely follow the indications listed in the polishing container you decide to buy. Now, instead of noticing the fingerprint stains, you'll see your reflection in the newly gleaming chrome. Chrome.
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